
5 WAYS MARKETVIEW BROKER
CAN HELP YOU IDENTIFY TALENT,

ANALYZE THE MARKET AND
ADVANCE YOUR BUSINESS



 1. Identify and recruit top talent 
  within their market
 

 2. Get an accurate read on their 
  market and analyze the trends
 

 3. Advance their business
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MarketView Broker’s search capabilities are as powerful 
as they are easy to navigate. A broker in search of the 
market’s top agents (or, if preferred, top offices or top 
firms) can simply select Agent from the drop-down and 
enter a location. If a broker wants a list of all agents in 
the market, just leave Location blank. The list can then 
be sorted in several ways to identify top performers on 
both the list and sales sides.
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With an entire market’s data available with a few clicks, 
MarketView Broker provides tremendous visibility into 
a given search area’s relevant trends. Brokers can narrow 
their search to the criteria they want to focus on, and 
review the data over various time periods including within 
the last 30, 60 and 90 days; month to date, quarter 
to date and year to date; and within the last two, three, 
four and five years.

According to NAR’s study, 2019 Profile of Real Estate Firms, 46 percent 
of firms say that keeping up with technology is the biggest challenge 
they face. 

1GET EASILY ACCESSIBLE INTELLIGENCE 
ON AGENTS, OFFICES AND FIRMS IN 
YOUR MARKET

With more than 86,000 residential real estate firms 
operating in the U.S., brokers have a lot of competition. 
To thrive in this increasingly crowded space, each 
broker must fulfill three main goals:

With multiple competing priorities, keeping on top of 
these three revenue-focused goals can be a challenge. 
Not to mention the countless interruptions from other 
pressing business needs. 

With ShowingTime’s MarketView Broker, brokers 
can quickly get the detailed market intelligence they 
need to help make all three goals attainable. Brokers 
who use this web-based tool gain unparalleled line-
of-sight into agents’ activities – both agents within 
their own office and top agents in their market. And, 
because MarketView Broker has access to the latest 
sales activity and other pertinent data, brokers can 
be sure they’re acting on information that accurately 
reflects the current state of the market. 

To demonstrate the strong competitive advantage it 
imparts, we’ve highlighted five ways MarketView 
Broker is helping brokers nationwide identify talent, 
analyze their markets and advance their businesses.
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When users first log in to MarketView Broker, they
are greeted with an intuitive interface that allows 
them to quickly access the data they seek. 



The most effective recruiting outreach is personalized. 
With MarketView Broker, brokers can use the Latest 
Activity module to identify new activity by targeted 
agents and leverage the insight to conduct more 
natural, personable conversations.
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If you want to recruit more agents for 
growth and/or track your agents’ 
production for retention, I would 
highly recommend checking out 
MarketView Broker.

“

”
Long H. Doan - Realty Group, Inc.

With MarketView Broker’s responsive search 
capabilities, brokers can quickly access the data 
they need to understand exactly where they stand 
versus competitors, and with that information 
better position their businesses to grow. 

2VIEW THE LATEST ACTIVITY
WITHIN YOUR MLS

The Latest Activity module is updated nightly, meaning MarketView 
Broker users will be among the first people to know about recent 
activity within their MLS. 

Since the Latest Activity module is updated nightly, 
users can be confident that they’re gaining up-to-the-
minute insights into trends as they emerge, placing 
brokers who use MarketView Broker ahead of the curve, 
further differentiating them from their competitors.

The Latest Activity module is not only a useful tool 
to recruit promising agents,  it can also be used to 
track activity from agents within the broker’s own 
office. Brokers can analyze activities related to 
development goals and meet with their agents to 
encourage and congratulate them for their 
accomplishments, fostering a culture of success.  
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In addition to having access to customizable 
searches tailored to users’ specific needs, the first 
screen MarketView Broker users see also shows 
another helpful tool – the Latest Activity module. 
As the name suggests, the Latest Activity module 
provides an overview of the latest activity of agents, 
office and firms that have been added to a user’s 
watch-list. Users can filter their search by event type, 
including new listings, new pending sales, closed 
sales and off market. 
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3PRODUCE DETAILED,
BRANDED REPORTS 

MarketView Broker offers 17 different filters that users can leverage 
when searching for an Agent, Office or Firm.  

Internal analyses are useful for more than just 
discussing the performance of current agents. 
Branded reports produced with MarketView Broker 
can be used to provide a high-level overview of an 
office’s strengths, which can be key to persuading 
a prospective recruit to join the team. 

MarketView Broker is currently in use in more than 120 MLSs – that 
equates to almost 1.2 million MLS members covered.

MarketView Broker’s detailed reports provide 
relevant data points that demonstrate market 
trends, conveniently delivered to a user’s inbox. 
For example, a user can identify a neighborhood 
that has undergone an increase in the median 
sales price of homes sold, or an agent who has 
been generating sustained sales activity. Exportable 
graphs produced in MarketView Broker are perfect 
for charting an agent’s development, particularly 
valuable for new agents.

A broker’s time is valuable; increasing operational 
efficiency is essential for advancing their business. 
MarketView Broker reports provide the latest data 
brokers need to inform their business development 
strategy, in a way that removes the need to spend 
time researching the same criteria and creating 
reports manually.  
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A shrewd broker knows that insight into activity 
within one’s own office is just as important as 
insights on competitors or prospective recruits. 
That’s why MarketView Broker’s reporting capabilities
can be an indispensable tool for assessing, 
improving and supporting existing agents. With 
MarketView Broker, agents can be added to a watch 
list, allowing brokers to conveniently monitor a 
given agent’s progress.
  
Brokers can also save agent searches and have 
activity reports automatically emailed on a monthly 
or quarterly basis, on the day of the month specified.
These are perfect to use in performance analysis 
meetings and to guide agent development. Reports 
can also be exported as a .CSV file and uploaded 
into many CRM systems for tracking. 



Custom Area searches are also useful for finding 
promising agents in key strategic markets. MarketView 
Broker makes it easy to zero in on areas where agent  

activity is booming to identify top talent and have 
constructive conversations to carry out strong 
recruitment efforts.        44CREATE A CUSTOM SEARCH AREA TO FOCUS ON ACTIVITY 

IN TARGET MARKETS 

Which markets are hot, and which are seeing a 
slowdown? MarketView Broker can help users answer 
these questions by selecting areas of interest and 
determining precisely how each one is performing. 

The Custom Area tool gives brokers direction for 
growth – literally. By allowing them to identify 
regions conducive for new business, MarketView 
Broker can be used to chart a course for 
business development.    
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“Location, location, location.” It’s a refrain that’s 
familiar to all real estate professionals, and it’s 
just as relevant to brokers. MarketView Broker’s 
versatile Custom Area search tool allows them 
to determine exactly which parts of their MLS’s 
territory they’d like to focus on when searching 
for listing data. Using the custom area draw tools, 
brokers can highlight on a map the exact places 
they want to include in their searches. Brokers can 
even save the drawing name so that they can recall 
the same custom areas in future searches.



5GIVE CONTEXT TO PERFORMANCE DATA BY COMPARING AGENTS 
AND OFFICES WITH MARKETVIEW BROKER’S GRAPH VIEW 
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Simply pin the agents or offices that you’d like to compare and select Graph View. You may then select the criteria you’d like to compare against.

Do you want to maintain a list of prospective agents 
you’re considering recruiting? The Graph View allows 
you to compare them against eachother in an easy-
to-understand chart, exportableas a PDF, CSV or Excel 
file. This option can help you answer questions like  
        

With the Graph View, identifying and analyzing market 
trends is intuitive. Simply choose the agents or offices 
you want to assess, then select the criteria and length 
of time for your assessment.

Data without context can be misleading, making its use 
risky. Thankfully, MarketView Broker’s Graph View helps 
brokers determine which data are meaningful and 
which are just blips on the radar.    

We recommend scheduling a 15-minute walk-through of 
MarketView Broker with one of our team members, then 
trying it for yourself with our free, 7-day trial.    

whether the results of a potential recruit are an aberration 
or consistent with those of other-top-performing agents, 
or whether agents from a given region are performing 
better than those from other areas.
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Every day, a broker is faced with the challenge of 
making important decisions that will determine 
the future success of the brokerage. While having 
access to the right data goes a long way toward 
helping brokers make informed decisions, data 
alone is not enough. To make the most effective 
use of market data, brokers need context. 

MarketView Broker provides context automatically 
by making it simple to compare agent/office search 
results. Using the Graph View within a search 
result, brokers can compare agents and offices 
using the criteria most important to them – for 
example, units or volume, on the list or sales side. 
This useful feature gives MarketView Broker users a 
wider view of the market, in turn giving more meaning 
to the performance results they’re reviewing.

https://www.showingtime.com/request-a-demo/?product=marketview-broker-guide
SCHEDULE A 
PERSONALIZED
DEMO TODAY >


